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Bentley Beyond - The Collection is  the automaker's  firs t exclus ive perfume line. Image courtesy of Bentley
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Luxury Daily's live news from March 14:

Prada pops up in Hong Kong for Art Basel

Italian fashion house Prada is continuing to engage consumers during Art Basel with the upcoming launch of a
private club during the Hong Kong edition of the fair.

Click here to read the entire article

Parliament votes to delay Brexit

Brexit might be delayed past its  original March 29 deadline, as Parliament has voted to push back its split from the
European Union.

Click here to read the entire article

Burberry, IWC Schaffhausen among brands curbing plastic impact

A number of luxury brands are working to reduce or eliminate their use of plastic by the year 2025, according to a
new report from the Ellen MacArthur Foundation.

Click here to read the entire article

LVMH ups diversity commitment with UN pledge

Luxury conglomerate LVMH Mot Hennessy Louis Vuitton has signed the United Nation's standards of conduct for
business to combat workplace discrimination towards lesbians, gays, bisexuals, transgenders and intersexed
individuals.

Click here to read the entire article

Bentley brings traveling spirit to fragrance collection
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British automaker Bentley is translating its passion for travel into a trio of perfumes.

Click here to read the entire article

The Economist relaunches lifestyle publication

Weekly newspaper The Economist is  investing further in its lifestyle publication concept, at the same time that
lifestyle publishers seek more business-to-business endeavors.

Click here to read the entire article
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